
SWIFT FRAMES BUNDLE

Unlock the perfect balance between quality and affordability with our new swift frames bundles.
Tailored for real estate professionals and only available for houses under 2,000 square feet,
these customizable packages showcase your listings using elevated visuals and a variety of

media without the premium price tag. 

PRICING

$25
Includes 3 angles:

1 Property close-up
1 Property overview

1 Roof

$125
Optional:

Add 5 more images for $10

$25
Black & white, top-down view

Finished living areas only
Includes approximate measurements

10 HDR PHOTOS

START WITH

DRONE PHOTOS

ADD-ON

FLOOR PLAN

ADD-ON

Schedule your services at www.primavisualmedia.com/booking-page

Will 10 photos be enough?
For a smaller home, 10 images will provide enough information to encourage a potential buyer

to reach out to the selling agent or attend the open houseto learn more.
For example, this set of 10 images could include: 

1 Front Exterior; 1 Rear Exterior; 2 Living Room shots; 2 Kitchen shots; 3 Bedrooms; 1 Bathroom

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Can I order more images?
Yes, you can order an extra 5 images for another $10, or 10 images for $20.

We just ask that you specify the additional angles in the project notes, or alternatively we will
use our discretion to determine which additional angles we feel work best.

I only need drone photos/floor plan. Can I just get the one service for $25?
The drone and floor plan add-on services are offered at a cost-effective rate as they are included in a

comprehensive package deal. Please refer to our standard pricing menu for standalone services. 

So what’s the total cost for a package if I want
15 photos plus drone photos and a floor plan?

The total cost for a package like that would be $185. Here is the breakdown:
10 HDR photos: $125
Extra 5 images: $10
Drone photos: $25

Floor plan: $25

Why are these floor plans priced lower?
These floor plans utilize cell phone rendering instead of a Matterport camera and only include

the finished living spaces and garage   
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